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In this guide you will get all the information you 
need to succeed with your Contec Coating project.

If you have any doubts about the process before, 
during or after, you are always welcome to send 
us an email at coating@contecgroup.dk.

You can find information on colors and decorative 
looks under ’Instructions’ at www.conteccoating.
dk. Here you can also find our ‘Step-by-step’ video.
You can find the page right here

Have fun with your project
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GET INSPIRED ON OUR ONLINE PLATFORMS

WWW.FACEBOOK.COM/
CONTECCOATING

@CONTEC_COATING WWW.LINKEDIN.COM/
COMPANY/CONTECCOATING

WWW.CONTECCOATING.DK
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BEFORE YOU GET STARTED
The existing surface must på prepared before 
applying Contec Coating. The surface must 
be firm and free of loose particles, dust and 
other impurities that could prevent sufficient 
adhesion to the surface. The surface must 
also be suitable, stable, and cleaned of oil, 
grease and other loose particles that can 
reduce the attachment.

When applying Contec Coating to existing 
tiles, these must be thoroughly cleaned. 
Loose or wrinkled tiles must be removed or 
repaired.

WHAT YOU NEED
- Powerdrill
- Whisk / Mixing propeller
- Mixing bucket
- Water atomizer
- Cover tape
- Disposable gloves
- Dust mask

Contec Coating can be applied with a paint 
roller, brush, rubber trowel, steel trowel, glitter 
board or with a masonry sponge, depending 
on the desired look. See the different ’looks’ 
here
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https://conteccoating.dk/instruktioner/


NB! Remember to read the full guide before starting.

It is important that you have a clean, stable, and even 
surface before using Contec Coating to ensure a good 
result.

On existing tiles, it is important to ensure that Contec 
Coating can bond to the surface by thoroughly cleaning 
the tiles with a basic cleaner (preferably several times). 

NB! It is important to remove all impurities, loose particles 
and materials that may impair adhesion.

If Contec Coating is used on tiles in wet rooms, it is 
important to make sure that the surface is prepared in 
the best possible way. You must always make sure that 
your surfaces (floors and walls) are wet room protected 
in accordance with existing laws and regulations.

NB! Always remember to follow the general instructions 
regarding grouting in joints, corners, gratings etc.

Also remember to read the general instructions for 
applying Contec Coating. In case of doubt, contact a 
professional and / or Contec Coating before you start.

Before tiles and joints are primed with undiluted CC 
PRIMER, you must remove or level loose tiles, plaster, 
irregularities etc. In some cases, it may be necessary 
(and an advantage) to sand the tiles with a diamond 
sander to remove any impurities, irregularities etc. This 
also increases the attachment between the tiles and the 
subsequent layers of Contec Coating.
Hereafter undiluted CC PRIMER is applied to the entire 
surface incl. the joints. 

When the primer is dry (the surface will feel sticky) the 
joints are filled with CC FILLER or CC FILLER FIBRE (for 
joints larger than 8 mm, add up to 30% CC KVARTS). See 
data sheet for each product for more information.

When the layer is dry (after 2-4 hours), sand the surface 
lightly with grain 120-180 until it is smooth and even, 
after which the entire surface is primed once more with 
an undiluted CC PRIMER.

When the primer is dry (the surface feels sticky), apply 
a layer of CC FILLER to the entire surface to create a 
smooth and even absorbent surface. Let it dry and sand 
the entire surface lightly with grit 120-180. If the surface 
is not fully covered and even, step 5 can be repeated 
until a leveled surface is achieved.

Your surface is now ready for Contec Coating.
Next step is to follow the guide ‘Contec Coating on 
prepared surfaces’ on page 7.

NB! Remember to use the sealer system CC WATERPROOF 
BASE and TOP in wet rooms to ensure a closed surface.

PREPARATION OF EXISTING TILES
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NB! Remember to read the full guide before you start.
NB! We recommend wearing gloves

When the surface is prepared and cleaned, start with 
applying CC PRIMER - mixing ratios and instructions are 
written on the product.
NB! You must always apply undiluted CC PRIMER on top 
of a surface made with CC FILLER.

Mix Contec Coating ‘Slightly liquid’ according to the ratio 
indicated on the label. Then apply the mixed product with 
either a paint roller or a masonry sponge. We recommend 
roller for floors and walls, and sponge for tabletops. 
Always use a new and dry roller/sponge for Contec 
Coating.
The product must be applied on the entire surface in a 
thin, even layer. Max 0.2 - 0.4 mm in thickness per. layer.

When the first layer of Contec Coating is dry (2-4 hours), 
it can be sanded lightly with grain 100-180 for a smoother 
surface. It is important that the surface is completely dry 
before sanding.
NB! After mixing Contec Coating with water it can be 
used for 4-8 hours (see data sheets for specifications). 
NB! Remember to vacuum/clean the surface after each 
sanding.

Mix Contec Coating for the next layer if needed. The 
consistency can be varied depending on which tool is 
selected for application (cf. product label). The selected 
tool affects the finished look.
Before applying second layer, the surface should be 
lightly moisturized with clean cold water. This is best 
done with a water atomizer.
NB! Avoid making puddles - it is important that the 
surface is only slightly moistened.

CONTEC COATING ON PREPARED SURFACES
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Step 4 can be repeated until you have the desired surface. 
Remember to do a light sanding and moisten with water 
between each layer.

Once the last layer of Contec Coating has been applied, 
it is recommended to let it dry for a minimum of 12 hours. 
Then the surface is ready for a light sanding and the 
subsequent treatments with sealer.

NB! If you are applying Contec Coating to a floor we 
recommended using shoe covers after sanding, to avoid 
dirt on the untreated surface.
NB! Be careful not to drip water, sweat, etc. on the 
untreated surface as it may cause white spots

When the surface has been sanded and thoroughly 
vacuumed and cleaned (preferably using a damp cloth 
to remove fine dust etc.), it must be treated at least 2-4 
times with CC SEALER. For the first layer of CC SEALER 
we recommend mixing it with 20% water.

The sealer is applied in thin layers with a short-haired 
paint roller. Alternatively, our WATERPROOF sealers can 
be used for a completely closed surface. This ensures a 
stronger surface that is more withstanding of fluids and 
general wear and tear
The most suitable finishing product must be selected 
according to the desired effect or the required resistance 
level. 

The surface is ready for use minimum 12 hours after the 
last surface treatment. It is an advantage to clean floors 
and tabletops with CC CARE before putting it to use.

NB! Be careful the first 4-6 days after the last layer of 
Contec Coating, as the surface is only then fully hardened.

Excess material is disposed of as construction waste.
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HOW TO CARE FOR YOUR NEW CONCRETE SURFACE
it is important to care for and maintain the new concrete 
surface to keep a nice and lasting appearance. For daily 
use, water and a neutral soap are enough to keep the 
surface clean. We recommend that you treat the surface 
every 3 months with CC CARE – our maintenance product 
specific for concrete. Although Contec Coating is a strong 
product, you should expect small scratches to appear 
on the surface, no matter what final treatment you 
choose, especially around chairs and under permanent 
workplaces. Felt pads on furniture can reduce the risk of 
scratches.

THE FINISHED LOOK
By varying the working method and tools used when 
applying Contec Coating one can create many shades 
and structures for different looks. The surface is always 
handmade, and thus there will naturally be variations in 
the results.
Repairs cannot be carried out without visible transitions. 
Micro-cracks will occur if the layer is applied too thick. 
We recommend that you sand down elevations to reduce 
this risk.

MAINTENANCE OF THE FINISHED 
SURFACE
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Contec Group
Axel Kiers Vej 30
DK - 8270 Højbjerg

www.conteccoating.dk


